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insanity asylum vol 2 torrentSARAJEVO (Reuters) - Bosnia’s parliament on Friday rejected a U.S.-
Russian-backed plan for peacekeepers in the Serb-run enclave of BiH. But Prime Minister Zoran Lena
said the alternative proposal presented by the International Contact Group would be put to a
referendum in the South Slav state. “The results of the referendum will take place in 4-6 months and
will decide about sending troops to BiH,” Lena said, adding the referendum would see citizens decide
whether or not to adopt the deal. Tension has been growing between Bosnian Serb leaders and the
Serbian government of the Social Democratic Party of Serbia (SDS), widely seen as Serbian President
Aleksandar Vucic’s political wing, ahead of a parliamentary vote on whether to support peacekeepers.
Bosnia’s Serb-dominated parliament rejects its only alternative to the peacekeeping plan, which is
backed by the West. “Bosnia and Herzegovina will not sacrifice its identity, nor its sovereignty, nor its
access to the sea. The European countries must also understand that,” the statement said.Q: SQL to
LINQ Query using Contains - Invoking Invoke (VB.NET) I'm trying to map an SQL to LINQ query. When
I use the Contains method I get the following error: The LINQ expression 'Contains( d.HijriPeriod,
p.Period ) 'could not be translated. Either rewrite the query in a form that can be translated, or switch
to client evaluation explicitly by inserting a call to either AsEnumerable(), AsAsyncEnumerable(),
ToList(), or ToListAsync(). my SQL query is as follow: SELECT d.HijriPeriod, p.Period, p.Label FROM
dbo.tblHijri d LEFT OUTER JOIN tblPeriod p ON d.HijriPeriod = p.Period WHERE p.Label = 'PRI' AND
d.SocietyId = 1 AND d.Hijri
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